Strategic plan and Deployment for Students' Council
Vision
To be a centre of excellence in Education and Technology committed towards
Socio-Economic advancement of the country.

Mission
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To impart advanced knowledge in Engineering and Technology.
To transform young minds towards professional competence by
inculcating values and developing skills.
To promote research and ensure continuous value addition among
students and employees
To strengthen association with industry, research organizations and
alumni to enhance knowledge on current technologies.
To promote next generation technocracy and nurture entrepreneurial
culture for social-economic growth.

Values
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Building a relationship between academics and extra and co curricular
activities
To build a strong personality and an unshakable character of a student.

Objectives
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Holistic growth of the students.
Fulfill social responsibility
Inculcate sense of responsibility, good interpersonal skills and leadership
skills.
To make students think and express with clarity and confidence
Promote self governance
To be a link between students and administration

Key strategies
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Develop proper structure and process for the formation of student
council
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Ensure student representation to inculcate social responsibility,promote
entrepreneurial culture and handle gender related issues
Proper represesntation from professional chapters
Provide hierarchical structure
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Extended council to handle the tasks such as - Marketing, Public
Relations, Logistics, Sponsorship generation, Social Media Management,
Multimedia Editing and Photography
Plan in advance for semester wise events and revenue generation
Prepare budget in Advance (In the beginning of the A.Y.)
Provide platform for innovative ideas
Encourage formation of new clubs and events.
Involve the students in various administrative bodies
Ensure proper balance between academics and extra curricular activities

Major Goals
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Increase the participation in all the events and activities
Incorporate atleast one new event/Activity every year
Increase the participation in University level events and activities
Promote club activities(events and workshops) at intra collegiate level
Strengthen GST developer program
Include atleast one new category in the college magazine

Programs
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Prepare event and annual budget for the events
Prepare semester-wise event calendar
Plan the strategy for marketing the events for revenue generation
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Publicise the events at inter and intra collegiate level
Develop websites and Apps for events
Manage necessary permissions
Build network with people
Document details of events and activities
Manage Incomeand Expenses and maintain proper balance sheet.
Develop in house solutions for the Institute to improve the system

